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Sensata
Sensata claims that their “products improve safety, efficiency and
comfort for millions of people every day”. But then the question
is, what sort of safety, efficiency, and comfort is provided to the
millions of working people who have to suffer at the hands of the
planes that fly over dropping bombs? These devices would not
operate without the various technologies developed by engineers
at Sensata. Corporations like Sensata are just another wheel in the
cog to develop more efficient killing machines so that the elites
can live in comfort without worrying about their subjects rising
up in resistance—which is only possible through recruiting the
engineers at places like UMass.
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Infineon prides itself in making life “easier, safer, and greener”
through their semiconductor solutions. They conveniently leave
out the fact that their semiconductor solutions also include
manufacturing the brains for missiles used in warfare. They have
various subsidiaries to handle this dirty work such as IR HiRel,
developing the technology needed for hypersonic munitions to
“achieve on-target effectiveness over long ranges.” The integrated
circuits in the next bomb dropped are likely to be from Infineon
and the other semi-conductor businesses that present themselves
as an enterprise developing solutions for a greener and safer
future, when in reality they play a key role in terrorizing the
masses and upholding the U.S. military presence the world
across.

Handshake generously provides us with

descriptions of the companies invited to the career
fair, we thought it would be even more generous to
provide some honest descriptions of some of the
companies present today. The  engineering
students at UMass are highly sought after by these
different companies to enrich the few, no matter
the cost. 



Raytheon General Dynamics
Raytheon claims to provide “advanced systems and
services for commercial, military and government
customers worldwide.” They sure do provide
advanced systems and services for killing civilians,
dissenters, and those determined by different tyrant
governments as being in the way of great riches!
Take the case of Saudi Arabia, who the U.S.
government and Raytheon unapologetically sell
weapons to as they continue their bombing
campaign over Yemen, pushing the country into ruin
and exacerbating the refugee crisis. The company is
notorious for its role in supplying weapons during
the long and drawn out U.S. occupation of
Afghanistan, which cost the lives of more than
45,000 civilians (count as of 2021). The indirect toll
of this war amounts to 360,000 people, all the while
its investors and CEOs continued to get richer and
richer! Raytheon continues to milk the U.S.
government for cash as the war in Ukraine chugs on
(they recently received over $625M to replenish
stinger missiles), with plans to expand defense
production “as military leaders look to better
protect large, expensive equipment”, while we have
to bear the cost of this through inflation and higher
taxes.

General Dynamics is described on Handshake as
offering “a powerful and robust portfolio of products,
services and solutions that help customers successfully
execute their missions in today’s dynamic aerospace
and defense environment.” These missions include
committing heinous war crimes such as killing school
buses filled with children in Yemen using bombs
manufactured by General Dynamics. They provide the
weaponry needed for despotic governments like Saudi
Arabia, Israel and the so-called “Great Powers” to carve
up the world to enrich themselves. Their portfolio is
definitely powerful and robust as a majority (65% as of
2017) of their revenue comes from arms sales! General
Dynamics is hungry to use engineering talent at UMass
to help the war-mongers in this country fatten the
pocket of investors no matter the human toll.


